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SCAN TO DONATE 💛
Proud to Support

Congratulations Northgate Musicians!

Thank you Mr. Brown, Northgate Instrumental Music Boosters and all the volunteers who helped make the Spring Concert series a success!

Help support our community! Spread the word... Kathy donates $500 to local school programs (Client's choice!) for every Northgate home purchased or sold.

Kathy@NorthgateTeam.com
(925) 980-3951
Better Homes & Gardens Real Estate
CA BRE #01720632
The pandemic has certainly challenged all of us in educating our young folks. Student behaviors in response to the pandemic and distance learning have revealed themselves within a wide spectrum. I am so excited to see students who have embraced the new emphasis on technology, thriving in a new learning environment, finding strength through music and even working to support others. I’ve learned so much from students as I delve into a challenge that I never expected this late in my career and I am so grateful for their assistance and support! Many are surviving distance learning because music class and their musician friends still bring them enough joy to persevere. Still others are really struggling. For some, anxiety has nearly frozen them. They have lost some of their love for music and find it hard to practice or even participate fully in class. Finally, make no mistake about it, there is a disparity in the reliability of the technology to which students have access. Those at the lower end of this spectrum find it very hard to take in all of the instruction given, keep current on assignments or even complete assignments because the technology they have access to is unable to support the demand. It is so difficult to see students who would feel music supporting them in their lives feeling disconnected and alone. My heart breaks whenever my efforts are not enough to bridge the gap. I try very hard to give each student what they need, but in reality, sometimes it is just beyond my resources or skill to find solutions for a problem a student is facing. Students are falling through the cracks and my heart goes out to them and their families. Our students’ accomplishments, including the performances we present this evening, make me very proud, especially in the face of all of the obstacles created by the pandemic. With all of this in mind, I would like to express my deep appreciation to the Northgate Administrative Team, the Northgate Instrumental Music Boosters, and to the Band and Orchestra Student Staff. Their support makes this project and much of what I am doing in the Zoom classroom possible. Additionally, from fundraising, to event organization, to exemplary communication they are an inspiration to me and an invaluable model to our student musicians. Thanks to our administrators, NIMB and BOSS for their vital contributions to the success of our music program. Thank you to everyone who has contributed financially to the program this year. We could not do what we do without you and your very kind gifts!

Sincerely,

Greg Brown,
Northgate High School Performing Arts Chairman
Director of Instrumental Music
CMEA, Bay Section Gil Frietas Award Winner 2009
CMEA, Bay Section Jazz Educator of the Year 2014

Virtual Performance #1 Production Team

Project Producer: Greg Brown
Jazz Band I, Jazz Band II, Jazz Combo & Orchestra Music Production and Mixing: Michael Miller
Video Production: Ken Lafredo
Sponsorship Coordinator & Program Guide: Chrissy Galbraith

Concert Band, Symphonic Winds Music Production: D Studio, Kochi
Vinod Krishna - Communications Coordinator
Sangeeth Sreedhar - Recording Engineer
Audio Production and Production Advisors: Sebastian Zamarripa & Athena Zapantis
OFFERINGS TO GAIA

Mandala art workshops
for meditative walks
for conscious living
for connecting with nature

TRANSIENT EARTH ART AND PRACTICE

offeringstogaia.com
offeringstogaia
offerings2gaia
La Honda Music Camp
Music, Fun, Friends! In the Redwoods.
July 17-24 2021    Don’t Miss Out!!
www.LaHondaMusicCamp.com
Concert Band

Hogan’s Heroes March.......................................................... Jerry Fielding

**Flute**
Abbie Wong
Naomi Nisenboim
Bardia Vahdat
Kelsie Tamura
Lia Simon
Karina Kaneko
Katie Alva

**Clarinet**
Amelia Schrag
Ahmed Alhakem

**Alto Sax**
Lucas LeSieur
Isaac Ternes

**Trumpet**
Ben Forer
Ben Lafredo
Alex Hong
Beckett Hayes
Tyler Stapf

**Trombone**
Aaron Baack
Thomas Tornberg
Zack Muraoka
Akash Abedin

**Percussion**
Vinnie Macaluso
Bailey Furman
Trey Shankle
Jonathan Lee
Woosup Kim

Jazz Band II

Tenor Madness................................................ Sonny Rollins/ Arr. by David Mills

**Saxophone**
Lucas LeSieur*
RJ Anderson

**Trumpet**
Eashan Selvarajah

**Trombone**
Aaron Baack*
Thomas Tornberg
Justin Ly

**Guitar**
Isaac Ternes*
Nate Elwood

**Piano**
Nathan Cruz
Scott McMillan*

**Bass**
Tatiana Avdienko

**Drums**
Vinnie Macaluso
* Soloists

Symphonic Winds

Undertow................................................................. John Mackey

**Piccolo**
Caroline Wang

**Flute**
Caroline Wang
Alyssa Unalp
Sofia Kohn
Sara Wu
Claire Chang
Iona Gessner
Prithivi Sundar

**Bassoon**
JR Zaha

**Clarinet**
Athena Zapantis
Michael Rupert
Heather Diaz
Daniella San Pedro
Grace Ng
Brian Khuu
Spencer Collier

**Bass Clarinet**
Tristan Allison
Nate Walker
Jazz Smith

**Alto Sax**
Jacob Unalp
Matt Stark
Bridget Tucker
Nathan Cruz
Hunter Pinkstaff

**Tenor Sax**
Cason Allen
Andrew Moreland

**Baritone Sax**
Noa Zebley

**Trumpet**
Eason Tung
Dillan Raj
Wonha Chung

**French Horn**
James Arona
Jacob Hussain

**Trombone**
Shane Johnson
Nick Lafredo
Jack Hogan
Kipper Holister
James Walker

**Euphonium**
Sebastian Zamarripa

**Tuba**
Andrew Kline

**Percussion**
Casey Drouillard
Gabriel Gerolaga
Tate Stein
Chloe Anderson
### Jazz Combo

**Donna Lee**

- **Alto Sax**: Matt Stark*
- **Tenor Sax**: Athena Zapantis*
- **Trombone**: Sebastian Zamarripa*
- **Piano**: JR Zaha*
- **Bass**: Keegan Carter**
- **Drums**: Casey Drouillard

* Soloist  ** Alumni

### Orchestra

**Dance of the Harlequins**

- **Violin I**: Clare Kim, Ella Johnson, Jason Ma, Eric Wong, Juno Kim, Jackie Lee, Laila Chaudhary, Zayn Chaudhary, Aadharsh Kannan
- **Violin II**: Neil Suvarna, Lola Medina, Rohan Sen, Jonathan Zakharov, Ephrem Goh
- **Violin II cont’d**: Igor Nakamura Rebelo, Bryn Sullivan, Jessica Hogg, Eddy Guo, Stella Noe
- **Viola**: Ingrid Nordberg, Almeera Siddiqui, Sean Donelan, Jacob Bobrowsky, Gabriela Tapia
- **Cello**: Natasha Lee, Haeden Yoo

### Jazz Band I

**Front Burner**

- **Flute**: Noa Zebley*
- **Saxophone**: Matt Stark, Cason Allen*, Hanna Catalano, Athena Zapantis, Athena Arenson
- **Trumpet**: Oliver Galbraith, Jacob Hussain, Ben Lafredo, Alex Hong
- **Trombone**: Dillan Raj, Jack Hogan, Nick Lafredo
- **Guitar**: Maya Latz
- **Piano**: JR Zaha*
- **Bass**: Aidan Pratte*
- **Drums**: Casey Drouillard
- **Percussion**: Tate Stein, Gabriel Gerolaga, Liam Iglesias

* Soloists
YOUR SOURCE FOR EVERYTHING MUSICAL
Rentals • Lessons • Instruments • Repairs

Locally owned and operated
with quality, individualized service

• Huge Musical Instrument Inventory
• Band and Orchestra Rentals
• Guitar, Keyboard, PA System Rentals and Much More
• Buy – Sell – Trade – Consign
• On-Site Repair
• Private Lessons on All Instruments
• Weekly Group Ukulele Lessons
• Printed Music
• Unparalleled Customer Service

Rockin' Robbie’s
1835 Colfax St.
Concord 925-687-4220
rockinrobbies.com
M-F 11-7, Sat 10-5

Rockin’ Robbie’s
Music Works
11225 San Pablo Ave.
El Cerrito 510-232-1000
M-F 11-6, Sat 11-5
Find your purpose

- Small class sizes
- Renowned guest artists
- Nine majors including Music Therapy

Music.Pacific.edu

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
Conservatory of Music

The Andiron
Seaside Inn & Cabins

“The coolest, coziest cabins on the coast!”

www.TheAndiron.com
800-955-6478
Join us for summer 2021!

Great conductors, fabulous faculty, awesome counselors, and you — making music in one of the most incredible camps anywhere!

Find out more at www.cazadero.org or call us at (510) 527-7500 ext.10.
C & L MUSIC
SERVING LOCAL MUSICIANS
AND
SUPPORTING LOCAL
SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAMS

REPAIRS * RENTALS * BUY AND SELL QUALITY
NEW/USED INSTRUMENTS * BOOKS * ACCESSORIES

2395 B MONUMENT BLVD.
CONCORD, CA
(ACROSS FROM COSTCO)
925 686 6122 M–SAT
The Torrey Team has proudly served the East Bay since 1977, selling more than 1100 homes, exceeding $500 million in production.

Over 400 of those homes were right here in the Northgate area. Prior to ranking among the prestigious top 3% in production for J. Rockcliff Realtors from 2008-2018, the Torreys' were a top producing team and International Hall of Fame member with Century 21 Real Estate.

In January of 2019, The Torrey Team made the groundbreaking move to Compass, a brokerage on the forefront of technology, changing the real estate game.

The key to the team’s success is having extreme attention to detail, listening closely to what clients need and want, putting together an action plan that is in the clients’ best interest, and executing with methodical precision. It is this longevity and strategic approach that truly allows The Torrey Team to give their clients the home team advantage!

Zack Torrey | Pete Torrey | Andrea Torrey-Bishop
Stacy Hoekman | Ryan Inouye | Kristie Duffy

facebook.com/torreyteamrealestate
@torreyteamrealestate
@TheTorreyTeam
linkedin.com/in/torrey-team-real-estate
DRE# 01433553 | 00614167 | 0186872 | 0237394
Direct: 925.595.6707
info@thetorreyteam.com
torreyteamrealestate.com
Contact us today for a free comprehensive real estate consultation!